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Abstract. A physically based elasto-visco-plastic constitutive model is presented and compared to 
experimental results for a DD14 mild steel. The model requires significantly fewer material 
parameters compared to other visco-plasticity models from the literature while exhibiting very good 
accuracy. Accordingly, the parameter identification is simple and intuitive, requiring a relatively 
small set of experiments. The strain-rate sensitivity modeling is not restricted to a particular 
hardening law and thus provides a general framework in which advanced hardening equations can 
be adopted and compared. The model has been implemented in the commercial finite element code 
Abaqus/Explicit. First predictions compared to experiments are analyzed and underline the effect of 
hardening law and strain-rate sensitivity on 3D finite element simulations. The model has been also 
applied as the basis for a homogenization approach at the phase scale; preliminary investigations 
showed the benefits of coupling such an approach with scale-transition technique where 
microstructure-relevant data can explicitly enter the model and may be used for material design 
simulations. 
Introduction 
Main industrial processes such as rolling, stamping or metal forming involve large deformations 
under non quasi-static loading conditions and frequent strain-path changes. In such circumstances, 
accurate description of the material behavior relies on the ability of the model to capture physical 
phenomena such as strain-rate sensitivity. This paper presents a physically-motivated elasto-visco-
plastic model suitable to take into account main features of elasto-visco-plasticity such as strain-rate 
and temperature sensitivity. In its original form [1], the physically-based model is derived from the 
coupling between the Edgar Rauch’s formalism [2] and a phenomenological physically-based 
constitutive elasto-visco-plastic law. In this paper, a tensorial approach, not restricted to any 
hardening law, is proposed for 3D finite element simulations of metal forming processes. A first 
basic 3D simulation of a tensile test is analyzed and compared to experiments. Then, within the 
framework of a homogenization approach, the complete formulation is used at the phase scale. 
Preliminary investigations on a V-bending simulation show the possible benefits of downgrading 
the scale of description. 
Formulation of the elasto-visco-plastic constitutive model 
Elasto-visco-plastic formulation for large deformations. Frame invariance of the material is 
ensured by reformulating constitutive equations in terms of rotation-compensated variables. Tensor 
quantities are written in a convenient rotating frame in which simple material time derivatives can 
be used in the constitutive equations. Therefore, the strain rate tensor ε  can be simply decomposed 
into an elastic part 
e
ε  and a visco-plastic part 
vp
ε . The elastic behavior is thus expressed as: 
( ): vp= −σ C ε ε   .  (1) 
where σ  is the Cauchy stress rate tensor and C the fourth-order elasticity tensor. The flow rule is 
defined by: 
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where 32 ( - ) : ( - )eqσ ′ ′= σ X σ X  is for the sake of simplicity the von Mises equivalent stress, ′σ
denotes the deviatoric part of the Cauchy stress tensor and X the backstress variable, for kinematic 
hardening description. Obviously, any other yield function can be used without restriction. 
Flow stress and flow rule adopted for BCC materials. The flow stress is the stress required to 
move the mobile dislocations according to the elastic fields generated by the different obstacles in 
the microstructure. Generally considered as the sum of three independent contributions for FCC 
materials, the flow stress for BCC materials is described in Rauch formalism as [2]: 
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where 
*σ  is the effective stress required for the mobile dislocations to overcome the local obstacles
with the help of thermal fluctuations, 0σ  the initial athermal flow stress depending of the alloying
elements and R the long range internal stress due to microstructure obstacles. The Rauch formalism, 
based on energetic considerations, implies a coupling between the effective thermal activated stress 
*σ and R. 
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The relationship between the scalar overstress 
*σ and the equivalent visco-plastic strain-rate
vp
eqε is expressed by the following relationship [1]: 
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where K* and 
*ε  are material parameters. The strain-rate sensitivity affects both the initial yield
stress and the hardening term because of the coupling used in the Rauch formalism (Eq. 3). It is 
worth noting that any isotropic hardening model can be adopted. In this paper, a six-parameter law 
is used, corresponding to a linear combination between Voce and Swift hardening laws: 
( )1V SR R Rα α= + −   .  (6) 
where ( )
V vp
R sat eqR C R R ε= −  and ( )
1 1
0
n
S n vpn n
eqR nK K Rε ε
−
= +  are respectively the Voce and Swift
hardening formulations. RC , satR , K, n, 0ε , and α are material parameters. For the sake of
simplicity, kinematic hardening represented by the backstress tensor X is described by the non-
linear model of Armstrong–Frederick: 
( )  ,  vpX sat eqC X ε= − =
V
X N X N
V
  .  (7) 
where XC  et satX  are material parameters. 
Experimental validations and application 
Parameter identification and comparison with experiments. The proposed constitutive model 
has been previously applied to three different mild steels and compared to tensile tests performed at 
different strain rates, quasi-static reverse shear tests and two-step sequential loadings [3]. Results 
showed the ability of the model to capture the main features of elasto-visco-plasticity: the increase 
of the tensile flow stress with strain rate is well predicted. Description of the temperature sensitivity 
of the mean flow stress is also claimed by adding two fitting parameters. Figure 1 illustrates the 
capability of the model to capture strain-rate sensitivity: tensile tests at four different strain rates are 
compared with model predictions for a DC05 steel sheet. Identification of material parameters, 
simple and intuitive, is given on Table 1. Despite the small number of parameters that require 
identification, the model showed similar ability to reproduce the main features of elasto-visco-
plasticity of mild steels when compared to other physically-motivated models from the literature 
[4,5]. 
Figure 1. Comparison between experiments (dashed lines) and model predictions (solid lines) for a 
DC05 steel sheet under monotonic tensile tests (strain-rate sensitivity effect). 
Table 1. Material parameters for the DC05 mild steel. 
0  [MPa]σ RC  [MPa]satR   [MPa]K  0ε n α  * [MPa]K  * 1  [s ]ε −
155 13 200 - - - 1 (Voce) 36 0.3 
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Experiments 
Model 
Simulation of post-necking tensile response. The constitutive model has been implemented in the 
commercial finite element code Abaqus/Explicit using an explicit time-integration scheme [6] to 
allow for the simulation of sheet metal forming and crash experiments. Lemoine and co-workers 
[7,8,9] compared different non-saturating and saturating classical isotropic hardening models. The 
models have been identified on standard tests and then confronted to experiments allowing larger 
plastic strain levels. This comparison for a wide range of steel grades revealed that large plastic 
strains are better described with an isotropic hardening model combining Swift and Voce laws. In 
the present paper, the proposed constitutive model has been applied to a finite element simulation of 
a tensile test in order to highlight the benefits of taking account of the strain-rate sensitivity and the 
effect of choices of the isotropic hardening law. To simplify the analysis, kinematic hardening has 
not been taken into account in this part. Three simulations have been analyzed and differ by the 
content of the constitutive model used in terms of strain-rate sensitivity and by the type of 
hardening description: 
- A strain-rate insensitive model using the isotropic hardening law of Voce, this model will be 
called “Voce quasi-static” in the following; 
- A strain-rate insensitive model using an isotropic hardening model combining the Swift and 
Voce laws, called “S–V quasi-static”; 
- The proposed elasto-visco-plastic model, using the same hardening equations and parameters 
as the “S–V quasi-static” model, called “S–V visco-plastic”. 
The identified parameters are given in Table 2 and have been obtained according to [3] on a hot 
rolled DD14 mild steel. Figure 2a shows the comparison between model predictions and 
experiments for a quasi-static uniaxial tensile test. Similar behavior is depicted at low strain rates 
where homogeneous deformation in quasi-static conditions cannot differentiate strain-rate sensitive 
models from insensitive models. Differences between the hardening models become noticeable as 
soon as larger strains are experienced by the specimen. Beyond the homogeneous strain domain, the 
experimental true-stress–true-strain curve is not available and the extrapolation of the curve beyond 
this uniform strain state is not straightforward and will impact finite element simulations at larger 
strains. 
Table 2. Material parameters for the 3-mm-thick DD14 mild steel. 
0  [MPa]σ RC  [MPa]satR   [MPa]K  0ε n α  * [MPa]K  * 1  [s ]ε −
259 12 147 543 0.02 0.193 
1 (Voce) 
0.1 (S–V) 
56.92 0.3 
Figure 2. Comparison between model and simulation predictions and experiments on a hot rolled 
DD14 steel. (a) The theoretical tensile material response in quasi-static conditions according to two 
different isotropic hardening laws is compared to experiments. (b) The engineering stress–strain 
curves of finite element simulations of the tensile test are confronted with the experimental curve. 
To highlight this result, three simulations are compared to a tensile test performed on a 3mm thick 
DD14 mild steel. One quarter of a 20x80mm tensile specimen has been meshed using linear 
reduced-integration hexahedra (C3D8R). According to a mesh sensitivity study, three elements 
through the half-thickness are sufficient. The engineering stress–strain curves corresponding to the 
three simulations are compared to the experimental results on Figure 2b. Difference between Voce 
and Swift–Voce quasi-static formulations is noticeable and well illustrates how the choice of 
hardening law for large strains can affect the accuracy of finite element simulations. As expected, 
due to its saturating behavior, the Voce hardening law predicts earlier necking than the Swift–Voce 
formulation. Considering now the difference between strain-rate sensitive and insensitive 
formulations with the Swift–Voce hardening law, predictions are similar when strain remains 
homogeneous and differ as soon as necking occurs. The well-known stabilizing effect of strain-rate 
sensitivity is well described: the increase of the flow stress with the strain rate allows delaying the 
necking by diffusing the deformation to adjacent areas. 
Preliminary conclusions. In this part, the constitutive model has been implemented in the 
commercial finite element code Abaqus/Explicit using explicit time-integration scheme. On the 
basis of a simple finite element structure symbolized by a uniaxial tension specimen, numerical 
simulations have been confronted to experiments. Results demonstrated the importance of the 
choice of the hardening law at larger strains where the true stress–true strain experimental curve is 
no longer representative due to heterogeneous deformations. In the particular case of a quasi-static 
loading, effect of heterogeneous deformations within the structure showed the importance of taking 
into account the strain-rate sensitivity. The way to model such heterogeneous deformations in the 
structure by the constitutive law can greatly affect the accuracy of the finite element simulation. The 
proposed constitutive model is independent of hardening equations and can be coupled with any 
more advanced anisotropic yield surface. The proposed implemented model is therefore a suitable 
numerical tool to study and validate the choice of hardening laws beyond the scope of a true-stress–
true-strain curve. In the next part, the model is applied within a homogenization framework in order 
to further describe heterogeneous deformations at the phase scale and the effect of strain-path 
changes. 
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Homogenization approach at the phase scale 
To take into account explicitly the multi-phase microstructure of advanced high-strength steels 
developed in the last decades, constitutive laws can be derived within a homogenization framework. 
In this approach, each phase is described by a phenomenological elasto-visco-plastic model, and the 
homogenized macroscopic behavior is obtained using a scale-transition technique [10]. In this 
process, several features of the microstructure are lost through the modeling (texture, grain size, 
etc.) and are replaced by the usual phenomenological counterparts (yield function, hardening 
parameters). However, the volume fraction of the respective phases as well as their strength and 
hardening contrast explicitly enter the formulation, while the computational cost is almost the same 
as for a purely phenomenological model. 
Scale transition rules. For the analysis reported in this section, the proposed model was coupled to 
simple scale-transition rules [11,12]. A virtual two-phase material was considered with a strength 
contrast similar to the one observed between ferrite and martensite in dual-phase steels (see Table 
3). The elasticity response is taken to be identical in the two phases, and their hardening is 
described by Voce’s law with different parameters. This simplified choice is made to emphasize the 
Bauschinger effect due to phase interaction, as revealed by the scale-transition rule. The 
macroscopic material response is represented in Figure 3 for the above dual-phase material when 
described by three material models corresponding to i) the Taylor–Lin (T–L) scale-transition rule, 
ii) the Kröner–Weng (K–W) scale-transition rule, and iii) a tabular representation of the T–L model
under quasi-static monotonic tensile loading. The latter model thus corresponds to a purely isotropic 
hardening law, which is overlapped to the T–L predictions along any quasi-static monotonic strain 
path and serves as a reference. Figure 3 clearly illustrates the Bauschinger effect due to the scale-
transition rules; the three models predict significantly different stress evolutions after strain 
reversal. The respective accuracies of the scale-transition rules are beyond the scope of this 
investigation; the reader is referred to [10,13] for the application in sheet forming simulation of 
more refined elasto-visco-plastic homogenization techniques [14] at the phase scale, combined with 
kinematic hardening in each of the phases. 
Table 3. Material parameters for the virtual dual-phase steel. 
Phase 0  [MPa]σ RC  [MPa]satR  
* [MPa]K  * 1  [s ]ε − Volume 
fraction 
Ferrite 200 15 300 74 0.3 0.9 
Martensite 1600 10 50 74 0.3 0.1 
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Figure 3. Kinematic hardening due to scale transition predicted by the two-phase models during a 
uniform quasi-static 5% tensile loading followed by a reverse compression step. 
Application to the 3D simulation of a two-step process. To mimic the strain-path changes that 
occur in multi-step stamping processes, a two-step process was simulated, which consists of a 
uniform 4% tensile loading of a rectangular sample, followed by V-bending. Such tensile pre-
deformations are frequently used to explore the ability of constitutive models to predict the 
Bauschinger effect [15]. The geometry of the V-bending process is shown in Figure 4 together with 
the mesh of the sample. Due to symmetries, only one quarter of the sample is meshed. 
Figure 4. Finite element simulation of V-bending: a) geometry of the tools and sample at the 
beginning of the process and at 16-mm punch stroke; b) mesh of the sample; c) details of the mesh 
and number of through-thickness elements where the results were analyzed. 
The punch load evolution during the bending process is shown in Figure 5. The three models 
predict different punch loads; lower forces are observed for the models that exhibited larger 
Bauschinger effect in Figure 3. The maximum difference in punch load reaches 20% between the 
Kröner–Weng model and the isotropic model predictions. 
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Figure 5. Finite element simulation of V-bending: punch load versus punch stroke. 
This global result is corroborated by the stress–strain response recorded at the integration points of 
finite elements located through the thickness along a line close to its vertical symmetry plane (see 
Figure 4c). The material points located in the outer layers of the fold are reloaded in tension during 
bending, after the preliminary loading of tensile pre-strain, and the three models predict very similar 
responses at these points. However, the material points close to the punch are reloaded in 
compression and thus, the three models exhibit different degrees of Bauschinger effect in this 
region. If the bending process is continued, more complex strain-path changes may occur at some 
material points, as shown in Figure 6 because the “neutral surface” is moving towards the punch 
and material layers are accordingly switching from compression back to tension (in the direction of 
the sample length). This further illustrates the interest in accurate and physically based constitutive 
models for the finite element simulation of forming processes for the purpose of material design 
optimization. 
Discussion. Implementing a homogenization scheme within a 3D finite element framework allows 
coupling the effect of the microstructure heterogeneities (volume fraction, grain size etc.) with 
heterogeneous stress and strain fields. The preliminary results of this paper demonstrated how the 
phase heterogeneity can impact the behavior of the whole structure when some elements experience 
some strain-path changes. This kinematic hardening, due to the mixing of two different phases, is 
classically neglected in a phenomenological approach. For the purpose of material design, coupling 
a homogenization approach within a 3D finite element environment is promising. Areas of a 
structure which experienced strain localization can be further analyzed with the help of natural 
outputs of a scale-transition model such as local strain and stress within the phases. Depending on 
the scale description, microstructure design (volume fraction of the phases, grain sizes etc.) can be 
optimized in order to improve the in-use properties. 
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Figure 6. Bending predictions at a punch stroke of 40 mm: final geometry (left) and stress–strain 
curves at element 6 (right). 
The main drawbacks of using a homogenization approach within a 3D finite element structure are 
essentially of two kinds. First, the choice of the transition rule is not straightforward (see Figure 6) 
and needs to be validated with experimental data. Secondly, the behavior of the material needs to be 
identified at the scale of description (phase scale in this example). Next step of this work is 
therefore to validate the approach with a large set of experiments. 
Conclusions 
The proposed constitutive elasto-visco-plastic model is a pragmatic alternative to existing models. 
Based on physical foundations, the proposed model requires a reduced number of fitting material 
parameters in comparison with other models from literature. Only two fitting material parameters 
are necessary to describe the strain-rate sensitivity. Temperature sensitivity can be taken into 
account by adding two additional material parameters. It is worth noting that the model is not 
restricted to any hardening equations or yield surface. Thanks to this flexibility, the approach 
represents a suitable tool to compare different hardening laws or isotropic/anisotropic yield 
surfaces. The model has been implemented in the commercial finite element code Abaqus/Explicit. 
Simple simulation of the post necking of a uniaxial tensile test experiment under quasi-static 
conditions illustrated how the strain-rate sensitivity and the hardening equations can impact the 
predictions of such simulations. Finally, the proposed approach has been applied in the framework 
of a homogenization approach at the phase scale. Predictions of a 3D two-step process simulation 
with a virtual dual-phase steel illustrated the benefits of coupling scale-transition techniques with 
3D finite element simulations. Usually neglected, the effect of the kinematic hardening due to the 
mixing of the two phases has been underlined in this example. Identification of the material 
behavior at the phase scale is a great challenge that could significantly improve the material design 
for improved forming capabilities or in-use properties. 
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